
Ladenko® GLYDA

Ladenko® Kombo Ladenko® Glass Ladenko® Custom Built

The Glyda is our standard cavity slider which 
is designed to carry doors weighing up to 45kg 
and are suitable for both residential and light 
commercial.

Ladenko® EzyAccess
The EzyAccess cavity slider has been 
designed to carry doors weighing up to 
120kg and is es-pecially designed to be used 
in limited access areas by disabled people.

The KOMBO is the answer to space saving 
applications if you have a short wall space into 
which you need to accommodate two oppo-
site parallel sliding doors which will slide into 
the same cavity sliding door frame.

Ladenko® Spaceline
The SPACELINE is a heavy duty architectural 
cavity sliding door system manufactured 
from select grade KDHW and supplied with a 
duel rail heavy duty extruded alumium track 
120kg

Ladenko® Classic
Architectural Zero Clearance™ designed to carry 
doors weighing up to 180kg with a clear-ance of 
3 – 5mm from track to door and are suitable for 
both residential and commercial.

The Ladenko Glass cavity sliding door system 
is a smart way of letting the brightness of the 
sun’s rays penetrate through your home or 
office even when the doors are in the closed 
position.

Ladenko® Alpine
The ALPINE is a heavy duty architectural 
cavity sliding door system which has been 
designed to offer an architectural flush finish 
look to your sliding door. Rated at 120kg.

Ladenko® TwinSlide
The Twinslide is ideal for space saving applica-
tions where you have limited cavity space but 
need to maximise the walk through opening as 
much as possible.

Architectural custom built, special oversize 
‘made to order’ cavity sliding door systems 
can be manufactured to any height any width. 
and are suitable for both residential and 
commercial building projects.

An ‘at a glance’ view of the Ladenko range of cavity sliders. 
For a more in depth result please visit the Ladenko website: www.ladenko.com.au

A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF SPACE SAVING INNOVATIVE CAVITY SLIDING 
DOOR POSSIBILITIES ARE WAITING FOR YOU

WE SUPPLY SINGLE, DOUBLE AND CUSTOM BUILT CAVITY SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS
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